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Power
SLIDES LINK:
http://bit.ly/CRSMH2019

ence’s attention

#Honor
Native
Land
https://usdac.us/nativeland

Participating Intentions
TRY IT ON

Be willing to try on new ideas or ways of
doing things

BOTH / AND

Acknowledge and honor multiple
perspectives, styles, and ‘perceived realities’

INTENT < IMPACT Focusing on intent can be harmful.
Acknowledge impact
LISTEN
MINDFULLY

Avoid reactive judgement, scripting,
comparing. Suspend assumptions.

“

What is an example of
when you prioritized the
needs of historically
marginalized students
over needs of the
system?
https://bettinalove.com

—Black Educators Network
Madison, Wisconsin

“

It is not the critic who counts; not those
who point how we stumble ...
The credit belongs to those who

are

actually in the arena, whose

faces are marred by dust and sweat
and blood; who strive valiantly; who err,
who come short again and again...
—Theodore Roosevelt
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How do you enter into
the culture arena?
A. LEARNING
B. ADVOCACY
C. BELONGING
https://youtu.be/PGcbFj4J_gc
2m

How do you enter into
the culture arena?
A. LEARNING
B. ADVOCACY
C. BELONGING
D. ANXIETY

Common Language

Human
Nature

Common Language
Culture

Intersectionality

Race & Gender

Othering

Power

Belonging

BIO
Body - Brian - Genes
- Nervous System

PSYCHO
PSYCHO
Self/Identities Body - Brian - Genes Emotions - Thoughts Nervous System
Behavior - Learning

SOCIAL
Attachment - Family Peers - Society -
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4th Dimension
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Culture

BIO
Body - Brian - Genes
- Nervous System

Core dimension of human life
(all encounters are ‘cultural’; gravity)

PSYCHO
PSYCHO
Self/Identities Emotions
- Thoughts
Body - Brian
- Genes- Behavior
- Learning
Nervous
System

SOCIAL

Interpretive lens used to navigate life
(meaning-making through group afﬁliation

Attachment - Family Peers - Society -

CULTURAL

Provide a sense of context/position/location
through historical shared story

Context - History Shared Narrative
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Culture
Diversity
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1. Race is a modern idea
2. Race has no genetic
basis
3. Human subspecies don’t
exist
4. Skin color is only skin
deep
5. Most variation is within,
not between, “races”

6. Slavery predates race
7. Race and freedom were born
together
8. Race isn’t biological, but racism
is still real
9. Race justiﬁes social inequalities
as natural
10. Colorblindness will not end
racism

http://www.RacePowerofanIllusion.org

8. Race isn’t biological, but racism is still real
9. Race justiﬁes social inequalities as natural
10. Colorblindness will not end racism

http://www.RacePowerofanIllusion.org

Power
“An individual’s relative
capacity to modify others’
states by providing or
withholding resources or
delivering punishments.”
(Keltner, Gruenfeld, & Anderson, 2003, p. 265)
https://www.genderbread.org
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Interpersonal Dynamics

Power

Power
over

● Access
○ resources
○ decision-makers (meet need)
● Ability
○ to inﬂuence
○ deﬁne reality

Love
connection

distance

http://www.dismantlingracism.org
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with/in
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Intersectionality

next time you need to
explain privilege, use

“A lens through which you can see
where power comes and collides,
where it interlocks and intersects.” 1

"sometimes you're a
caterpillar" via
@chescaleigh &

“..highlights the fact that women of
color are situated within at least two
subordinated groups that frequently
pursue conﬂicting political agendas.” 2
—Kimberlé Crenshaw

@kat_blaque
http://youtu.be/hRiW
gx4sHGg
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Unconscious Mind

Othering

● The human brain processes 11 million bytes of
information per second
● We are consciously aware of any 40 of these, at best

Set of processes that consciously or
unconsciously see a person or group as

● Three processes to make sense of information:

not belonging, different and often less
than in some important way.

○ Sorting into categories
○ Creating associations
○ Filling in the gaps when we only
receive partial information
27
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Othering is a Verb

● Conﬁrmation bias

The law focuses primarily on

● Stereotyping

intentional forms of othering,

● Implicit bias

largely missing the majority of

● In-group

othering caused by unintentional
factors like:

STEREOTYPE CONTENT MODEL

● Negativity bias

preference
● Fear response
● Racial anxiety
● Stereotype threat
29
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Belonging

Belonging

meaningful voice

“Belonging means more than just being
seen. Belonging entails having a
meaningful voice and the opportunity to
participate in the design of social and
cultural structures. Belonging means
having the right to contribute to, and
make demands on society and political
institutions.”

opportunity
participate in the design
right to contribute
make demands

—john a. powell
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Common Language
Culture

Intersectionality

Race & Gender

Othering

Power

Belonging
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L3
L2
L1
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Systemic

Context - Org - Structures

Relational

Empathy - Conﬂict - Teams

Personal

Identity - Bias - Mindset

SYSTEMS

Emerging Framework
ADVOCACY

RELATIONAL

PERSONAL

BELONGING

SYSTEMIC
RELATIONAL

PSYCHO

PERSONAL

Body - Brian - Genes Nervous System

Culturally Responsive
School Mental Health
1. Enabling Context
2. Design
3. Mindset
4. Skillful Practice

IMPLEMENTATION

LEARNING

Implementation Team
● Actively create hospitable environments to support
new ways (professional development, resource
allocation, etc.)
● Transparently communicate with other teams to
positively inﬂuence the policy, regulatory, and funding
environments
● Assure that the structures, roles, and functions within
a system are more enabling than hindering

DESIGN

MULTI-TIERED SYSTEMS OF SUPPORT

Enabling Context
●

Emotional IQ / SEL
ID Emotions - Empathy (MI) - Conﬂict

●

Learning Organization

Open - Growth Mindset - Continuous Improvement

●

Community Voice
Cultural History - Lived Experience - Partnership

INTEGRATION

DESIGN

EITHER

OR

UNIVERSAL

TARGETED

● Different strategies needed for
everyone to reach shared goal
● Directs a fair—rather than
even—distribution of resources.
● Sensitive to real constraints that
emerge on the ground
● Ensemble of targeted strategies
across all groups

https://youtu.be/wgGcftWpwUQ
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Mindset

Complex Adaptive Systems
collection of individual agents that have the
freedom to act in ways that are not always
predictable and whose actions are
interconnected such that one agent’s actions
changes the context for other agents.
Institute of Medicine (2001, p. 312-3)

Simple Rules
A somewhat surprising ﬁnding from research
on Complex Adaptive Systems is that relatively
simple rules can lead to complex, emergent,
innovative system behavior.

Institute of Medicine (2001, p. 315)
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Improve
Conditions
Prevention

Care

EQUALITY

EQUITY

JUSTICE

3 MH MODELS

● Observation and measurement (Dx,
generalizations)
● Parsimony: seek simplest explanation of
a known and universal reality
● Treatment based on speciﬁc and unique
ingredients (delivered by professional)

Medical

Contextual

Contextual

Political

Medical

✅ Evidence-based practice
✅ Neuroscience

● Recognizes the impact of context,
environment, and systems

● Recognize the systemic injustices that
create vulnerability (economic/housing,
racist bullying): culture x power

● Reality is a relational meaning-making
process shaped by culture

● Address systemic sources (root causes)
to prevent future problems (upstream)

● Healing is based on common factors:
meaning, r/s: empathy, hope

● Psychological suffering (e.g., trauma) is
not a random occurrence (designed)

✅ Collaborative approaches
✅ Culturally responsive practice

Political

● From individuals having problems to
unjust systems/structures being the
problems
(Goodman, 2015; Suarez, 2016)

3 MH MODELS

Mindset
✓ Systems
✓ Upstream
✓ Equity → Justice

Medical

Contextual

Political

eSBMH Design
1. Embedded within your MTSS
2. Explicit/intentional integration
approach
3. Targeted universalist approach
4. Mindset: upstream, justice,
political

✓ Contextual → Political

Culturally Responsive
Mental Health Practice
1. Common language
2. Implementation team
3. Know thy cultural self: bias / mindset *
4. Courageously ‘open the door’

Open the Door
1. Discuss intake form: demographics
2. Introduce topic: race, gender, & power
3. Both/And: Below the surface / Upstream
4. Mindful response: simply begin again

Dancing with Systems
● Get the beat
○ Listen to the wisdom of the system
○ Locate responsibility in the system
● Expose mental models to the open air
● Expand the boundary of caring (both/and)
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https://youtu.be/NdLTVHazTKo
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doing things
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INTENT < IMPACT Focusing on intent can be harmful.
Acknowledge impact
LISTEN
MINDFULLY

Avoid reactive judgement, scripting,
comparing. Suspend assumptions.

What Research Says
About Readiness

Dancing with Systems

1. Normalize: acknowledge how lack of readiness
is normal, expected

● Get the beat
○ Listen to the wisdom of the system
○ Locate responsibility in the system

2. Provide information: access, make it available,
no pressure

● Expose mental models to the open air

3. Roll with resistance: go with energy, provide
space, ‘resist righting reﬂex’

● Expand the boundary of caring (both/and)

4. Show empathy: listen, reﬂect concern, show
understanding
Video: https://nirn.fpg.unc.edu/module-3/topic-3/function-3

Policy Intervention 101
1. Recognition of problem

Consensus?

2. Agreement that policy
response is needed

Power/
inﬂuence?

3. Select an appropriate
and effective policy
response

Implementation
drivers?
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Discussion
1. Reﬂect on your experience in the
development of culturally responsive SBMH
programs:
a. Barriers?
b. Promising practices?
2. How can we nurture a
systemic/upstream/justice/political mindset?
3. What’s next for you and your organization?

http://www.dismantlingracism.org

Additional
Resources

https://www.racialequitytools.org

https://www.racialequityalliance.org

https://www.centerforsocialinclusion.org
https://haasinstitute.berkeley.edu

http://bit.ly/CPRVideos

“

... love and power have usually been
contrasted as opposites …
power without love is reckless and abusive...
power at its best is love implementing the
demands of justice, and
justice at its best is love correcting everything
that stands against love.
—Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
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www.schoolmentalhealthwisconsin.org/

